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Abstract
The Palliative Care (PC) is recognized as human right to health, a model treatments than promotes dignity and quality of life in the face
of diseases that threaten continuity of life. There are health disparities and challenges that people who identify themselves as lesbians, gays,
bisexual, transgender, queer and other identities (LGBTQ+) face to acess health care. The aim was to discuss how PC has been approached to
LGBTQ+ people in scientific literature. It found there are: deficit in health professionals training; intense fear the LGBTQ+ people of receiving low
quality care and suffering discrimination; and multiple overloads of caregivers. The findings indicate need to recognize the ethos cultural of the
LGBTQ+ population; experiences in situations that threaten their life; inequalities and stigmas they experience, their autonomy about care and
alert to implicit and relevant social phenomena to offer an assistance that is effectively comprehensive.
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Introduction
Interpretations about the set of events that mark dying are
socio-historical cultural constructions [1,2]. The body individual
has a social and political ontology - there is an interpretative
framework through which life and death are perceived [3]. In the
predominant biomedical bias, death is considered a failure, an
organic dysfunction to be avoided [1,4]. In the logic of Palliative
Care (PC), death does not hurried or postponed, but understands
itself as a natural process and promotes dignity and quality of
life for patients and their families in the face of diseases that
threaten the continuity of life [5,6]. In this model the treatment’s
direction is extended to the control of the symptoms of a physical,
psychosocial and spiritual nature considering that people have
essential needs to be met in addition to longer living [4-7].

PC is explicitly recognized as a human right to health, have
a crucial importance in the current epidemiological scenario
and even with the mandatory public health strategy, the
implementation occurs unevenly in the world and still finds
barriers to improve access in the educational, socio-cultural,
drug availability, policy and management [5,6]. In addition, it is
recognized that PC increases quality of life, and often survival,
and their lack results in unnecessary suffering for people who
are more vulnerable [4,5,7].
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Thus, considering the relevance of discussing the quality of
death; health disparities, especially to sexual and gender minority
populations, the disadvantages and challenges that people who
identify themselves as lesbians, gays, bisexual, transgender,
queer and other identities (LGBTQ+) face to access appropriate
health care [8-10] and shortage of publications about it [11],
we aim to discuss about particularities and specificities of PC
for this population [10,11]. and how PC has been approached to
LGBTQ + people in the scientific literature.

Discussion

We are proposing here is the reflection about PC for LGBTQ
+ individuals and their partners who are not very personal,
made just for a group, but rather that health professionals can
understand the need to think and change their practices in
order to principles of integrality of the human being and that
can ensure equity in health care [12]. The associations between
sexual orientations and/or gender identities and higher rates of
various aspects of morbidity and mortality are well known in
the scientific literature [13,14], and it is therefore imperative to
consider the identity diversity in health care provision. However,
what is found is the incompatibility between the LGBTQ+
community’s health needs and the approaches to health care,
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mainly due to the deficit in the training of health professionals,
the cisgender heterosexist assumptions adopted in the health
services and the lack of adequate support at the time of the end
of life and the mourning of caregivers [13,15].

The recent literature, although still expanding and with
several issues not understood yet, denotes some discursive
categories that cross the LGBTQ + subjects under PC. The main
one is the intense fear of receiving low quality care, suffering
discrimination in health care facilities or even at home, by home
care professionals and rebuilding a closet that, throughout life,
struggled to get out of it [10,13]. These conditions may worsen
quality of life, reluctance to use health system resources and
delay access to specialized health care [12,15,16]. Another point
to emphasize are long-term institutions and care provided by
them, whose trust is not deposited by 22% of LGBTQ+ elderly, as
they report “abuse or neglect by staff 53% of the time, isolation
from other residents 77%, discrimination by residents 81%, and
discrimination by staff 89% of the time”.
On the side of caregivers, who are usually long-time
partners, it is noticed that there are multiple overloads on them
- sometimes the loneliness caused by the family’s estrangement,
due to affective-sexual prejudices of the friends, due to the
aging, and even institutions that deny or neglect rights, impact
on the perception that the partner is alone at this end of life
[14]. Even the marital relationship can be compromised, since
facing a end of life health condition leads both to the couple’s
disconnection and to the strengthening of these same bonds
[17]. Cloyes, Hull and Davies [10] point out that one of the
processes faced by LGBTQ+ caregivers is called disenfranchised
grief: when mourning for a loved one’s death is added to the
social discouragement that (not) cuts through their bodies.

Final Considerations

The PC converge its approach on the patient as a person
with dignity, respect for their autonomy and recognition of
their personal preferences that could have the potential for
an inclusive, flexible, personalized and sensitive approach to
the LGBTQ+ community. This synthesis of literature attentive
to the need to recognize the ethos cultural of the LGBTQ+
population; their experiences in situations that threaten their
life; inequalities and stigmas they experience, their autonomy
about care and alert to implicit and relevant social phenomena
to offer an assistance that is effectively comprehensive.
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